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ABSTRACT 

This research entitled “The Role of the Language Teacher in The Fight Against Corruption in Nigeria” 

discusses the importance of using language to fight against corruption. It emphasises the role of the language 

teacher in moulding the students, through language use and delivery. The research examines the functions of 

language having taken a cursory look at the concept of language. The work takes a swipe at corruption and the 

Nigerian experience by reviewing some cases of corruption in Nigeria. The research practically x-rays what 

type of language can be used by a language teacher to mould the children or students morally, psychologically 

and academically thereby contributing in the task of building sound Nigerians or society’s members that will be 

worthy both in character and in learning. The use of language here includes teaching appropriate songs and 

poems that can instil good morals in the children as these are more apt at the levels of nursery/primary and 

secondary education.     
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INTRODUCTION 

The role of language in shaping the trend of events in any society cannot be disputed. In fact, language 

is the window through which the society can be viewed. But language itself alone cannot make any impact that 

will be worthwhile. The language expert is the driver of language and how he uses it to influence the younger 

ones or learners speaks volumes. In this paper, the researchers have made effort to clearly articulate the task the 

language expert especially at the primary and secondary school levels has to undertake to ensure that discipline 

and integrity are imbued or imbibed by the students and consequently the society to ensure that the fight against 

corruption is fought and won as being championed by President Mohammadu Buhari who on assumption of 

office in 2015 made it clear that he has come to fight insecurity, economic quagmire and corruption . 

 

THE CONCEPT OF LANGUAGE 

 Language is a medium of communication used by humans to exchange information, feelings, concepts, 

ideas and views etc. Carter (1997:6) says “language simultaneously reflects and encodes social and cultural 

patterns.” No society exists without language. Alu and Jakonda (2012:84) see language as a “means of 

communicating ideas, feelings, thoughts, civilization and philosophy.” They go ahead to state that 

communication can be done through gestures, signs, symbols, nods, dresses and other socially acceptable 

formalities apart from spoken or written words. Ugwuanyi and Adaji (2005:44) describe language as a 

“conventional method, or way of expressing linguistic signs and symbols.” They further reiterate that meaning is 

derived from the cultural agreement among the users of a specific language in a given geographical 

environment. 

 From the foregoing, it is clear that language is necessary for human existence and development. This is 

because without the use of language to communicate ideas, feelings, concepts and civilization, the society will 

definitely, not develop as there will be no sharing of ideas to garner development in the society. Bolinger 

(1980:3) crowns this by saying that language “is a tradition, for otherwise we could not understand one another 

and would add that ignorance of how language works has no more to do with the fact that it works than 

ignorance of digestion causes dyspepsia.” 

 Critically speaking, there is a relationship between language and development. The following functions 

of language attest to the fact that there is a connection between the two as asserted by many authors including 

Alobo (2006): 
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a) Communication: - is the primary function of language. This allows for the exchange of 

ideas. 

b) Documentation: - records are kept by the use of language through documentation of ideas 

for current and future uses. 

c) Socialisation- transfer of knowledge to our youths is done via education and socialisation 

by the use of language. 

d) Development- itself is easily achieved through the use and exchange of ideas by using 

language. This is done mainly by the use of language internationally and transitionally. 

e) Cooperation- is one way of encouraging unity and peace. This is made possible with the 

use of language. 

The above outlined functions of language imply that language has a powerful, unifying, creative use. 

Depending on its use, language can also have a dividing or destructive force. The aim of this article is, 

however, to examine how language can be used positively to fight corruption through decent use of 

language. 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This work hinges on mixed theory of fighting corruption derived from both the public and private 

sectors of the economy. This is because corruption has to be fought using both public and private mechanisms 

and so we have public agencies like Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC), the  Independent 

Corrupt Practices and other related Offences Commission (ICPC) and the judiciary that are involved in fighting 

corruption. The private sector also does her best as many individuals are crime watchers through the 

establishment of civil societies which watch over the society to maintain accountability, integrity and 

transparency aimed at fighting corruption. 

This theory is adopted by the researchers to bring home their message as it is patterned from corruption theories 

of game and change put forward by Greer and Simpson. 

 

CORRUPTION AND THE NIGERIAN EXPERIENCE 

Corruption is any dishonest act that is meant to put an individual at an advantage over others. Ogbe 

(2009) defines corruption as “any act of commission or omission which confers undue advantage on an 

individual over others in all ramifications.” Umar and Muhammad (2016:77) look at examination malpractice as 

one of the problems of education in Nigeria, which is also part of corruption. They go ahead to look at 

examination malpractice through Usman (2005) as “cheating in the examination or any intention to benefit or 

give undue advantage to oneself or another by deceit or fraud before, during and after examination.” This is also 

another good example of corruption. In the Nigerian society, there exist all kinds of corruption in the socio-

economic and political sectors. In the political sector, corruption is the use of power by government officials for 

illegitimate private gains. Any illegal act by office holders constitutes political corruption if the act is directly 

related to their official duties and done under cover of law or if it involves trading in influence. 

Forms of corruption vary. They include bribery, extortion, cronyism, nepotism, parochialism, 

patronage, influence, peddling, graft and embezzlement. Speaking on Channels television on the 5
th

 of May 

2017, the Nigeria’s Vice President Professor Osinbajo states that “corruption is not only embezzlement of 

money but also includes bad policy, bad decision is corruption.”  

Nigeria is said to be one of the most corrupt countries in the world. This may be the reason why the 

former British Prime Minister, David Cameron once   said that Nigeria was “fantastically corrupt”. In fact, there 

abound chilling news of how much money that is stashed away from government treasury by public and civil 

servants and other stakeholders who are favoured to be in high places. The suspended Secretary to Government 

of the Federation (SGF) Engineer David Babachir Lawal was said to have collected over ♯500m as kickbacks 

(Daily Trust, May 3, 2017). Over 15bn was found in Asborne Towers apartment in Ikoyi, Lagos. Ownership of 

this staggering amount is still not certain, though Director General of National Intelligence Agency, 

Ambassador Oke claimed the money belongs to the agency and this led to his suspension.  

Another case is that of the former Group Managing Director of Nigeria National Petroleum 

Corporation, Engineer Yakubu, who was found to have kept $9.8m in his room after about four years of leaving 

office! This is despite the money he might have in banks (Daily Trust March 22, 2017). A newspaper recently 

also claimed that there is a deep rot in the Customs Service as some top officers are in the habit of giving out 

seized cars to cronies and family members (Authority, January 13, 2017). 

Operatives of the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC), recently intercepted #49m 

cash at Kaduna Airport in five black 150kg sacks following a tip off. Investigation as to who the owner of the 
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money is still on-going (Daily Trust, March 15, 2017). There is also allegation of mismanagement and 

misappropriation of fund by state governors, especially the #500bn Paris Club refund released to them by the 

Federal Government to settle arrears of salaries and pension of workers and pensioners (The Nations, March 25, 

2017). There is every indication that the money was not judiciously utilised. This is because most of the state 

governors still owe salaries and pensions running into months, despite the fact that they were also given bailouts 

by the Federal Government for the same purpose. Their monthly allocation is still running regularly. The story 

of people keeping huge amount of money in their houses and other places is as a result of the Federal 

Government Whistle Blowing policy whereby anybody who gives information leading to the discovery or 

recovery of stolen funds will have to be given a “bounty” of 5% of the amount. With this policy and the 

assistance of bank verification numbers (BVN), looters of funds are easily discovered hence most looters have 

resorted to moving their money from banks, sometimes, with the aid of some corrupt bank officials. Recent 

survey by Leadership Newspaper revealed that such depositors evade BVN by either moving their cash out of 

banks or ‘some bank officials disconnect accounts of some of these corrupt persons from their Bank Verification 

Number (BVN) to allow transactions, involving huge sums of cash and then reconnect them after the 

transactions have been completed’. (Leadership February 27, 2017). 

The discussion so far on the level of corruption in Nigeria is just the tip of an iceberg. That was why 

the chairman, Presidential Advisory Committee Against Corruption (PACAC) Professor Itse Sagay, while 

addressing a media conference recently stated that Nigeria was about to lose $550m to US being Abacha loot 

recovered from his family. He said Nigeria had earlier lost $480m to the US following a court judgement in 

August, 2014, by John D. Bates of the              Columbia. He went ahead to say that Nigeria also lost $505.5m 

to Switzerland between 2004 and 2006. He said the UK recovered $2.7m from the late Diepreye 

Alamieyeseigha’s account in London and his home and other real estate as at 2005 was estimated at over $15m. 

It was due to this corruption level in Nigeria that President Muhammadu Buhari shortly after assuming 

office on the 29
th

 May, 2015 declared war against corruption. Indeed he hinged his administration on three 

cardinal points of corruption, economy and security. To put these three at their proper perspectives he said, he 

was for everybody and he was for nobody This is in addition to his “change Begins with Me” campaign which is 

aimed at checking corruption and indiscipline. He had also launched a War Against Indiscipline and Corruption 

(WAI-C) when he was the Head of State between 1983 and 1985. The same way General Murtala Muhammed 

fought corruption when he took over from General Yakubu Gowon in 1976. Many corrupt public and civil 

servants were “axed”. In the same way President Olusegun Obasanjo was prompted to establish The Economic 

and Financial Crime Commission (EFCC) in 2004, even though there was Independent Corrupt Practices and 

Other Related Offences Commission. (ICPC).  All these measures were and are aimed at fighting corruption. 

The following are some of the politicians or politically exposed persons (PEP) who have either been 

arrested or are being prosecuted by the Buhari led federal government as a result of fraud or corruption: James 

Bala Ngilari, former governors of Adamawa State, Sule Lamido of Jigawa State, Gabriel Suswam of Benue 

State, Babangida Aliyu of Niger State, Sambo Dasuki, former National Security Adviser to President Goodluck 

Jonathan, Air Marshal Alex Badeh, former Chief of Defence Staff, Musliu Obanikoro, former Minister of State 

for Defence, Bala Muhammed, former, Minister Federal Capital Territory, Abuja, Fani Kayode, former Minister 

of Aviation, Nenadi Usman, former Minister of Finance and Senator, Reuben Abati, former Presidential Aide, 

Olisa Metuh, former Spokesperson of Peoples Democratic Party (PDP). Even Supreme Court judges are not 

spared as Justice Nwuta was arraigned with his wife; some judges were dismissed on the grounds of corruption 

and other unethical practices. 

 

THE NEGATIVE USE OF LANGUAGE BY THEN LANGUAGE TEACHER 

Teachers are supposed to be surrogate parents of students. This is because teachers are propositionally 

be role models. However, most teachers especially language teachers take their roles for granted and dampen the 

future of their students. 

The following are some of the areas where teachers serve as bad examples for students by using wrong 

expressions to communicate or pass information to the students: 

(1)  Abusing of students during lesson/lectures determine the type of language some teachers use during 

lessons  are awful. Expressions like  “stupid,” “worthless fellow,” “dullard” and “coconut head” etc 

referring to students during lectures. 

(2)  Telling students who fail examination to bring money to pass. It was late professor Achebe who tells 

us in one of his books that when the mother cow chews the grass the young one watches its mouth. If 

students are made to pass through this means they will become election riggers when the time offers 

itself. 
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(3)  Sending of students who are close to teachers to talk to their fellow students to have illicit relationship 

with the teachers is one area where language is used also negatively  

(4)  Teachers using language negatively to friend their students does not augur well for the system. 

Expression like “I love you,” “I want you to be my girl friend,” “I want to marry you,” and “you are 

beautiful” etc. These expressions are wrong in the context of teacher - student relation. 

(5) Taking students on excursion where language is used anyhow, is not in the interest of the students and 

the society. This will undermine their morality level. Places like brothels should not be considered by 

teachers as places of excursions/trips for students. 

(6) Using books that are full of amorous or immoral language to teach students. These books may be 

novels, drama or fictions etc. They are sources of corruption. 

 

 LANGUAGE TEACHER AND THE CHECKING CORRUPTION IN NIGERIA 

 The role of language in the fight against corruption cannot be overemphasised. In fact, language is a 

powerful tool in checking the menace. This is even more prevalent when it involves a teacher, especially a 

language teacher or a facilitator. The teacher should mind the type of language that he uses before the students 

and with the students. It should be the language that is considered with high level of morality and decorum. A 

teacher is supposed to be a role model; so whatever he says, the students are bound to emulate in one way or the 

other. He is a surrogate parent. The following are some of the avenues or areas where a teacher must use his 

language wisely, cautiously and carefully to influence the students positively: 

a) Lesson-delivery- the teacher should use his language carefully during classroom delivery 

by been positive in his choice of words. Expression such as “Come here, please”, “I need 

your assistance, please”, “Be a good girl/boy”, “Respect your elders and seniors” are very 

important in class delivery. 

b) Avoid foul language- Expressions like “Stupid student”, “Idiot”, “Cowards”, “Hopeless 

fellow” etc should be avoided by the teacher all the time. 

c) Vulgar language- the teacher should not use vulgar language on the students. Such 

language as “Fine girl with good behind”, “you look hot”, “what will it take to feel you” 

etc should be avoided especially in the midst of other students or teachers alike. 

d) Corrupt language- Teachers should avoid such expressions that clearly show corruption in 

their dealings with students: “If you don’t buy my book, you have will fail my 

examination”, “Contribute money for continuous assessment (C.A). or forget it”, “Send 

me recharge card to call or send you your grades” etc. Even sale of handouts or lecture 

notes where they are prohibited by school management is a corrupt practice. 

e) Immoral songs- Teachers should not engage in unnecessary songs that are not of any 

value to the students because the songs can affect the students negatively. Socially 

acceptable songs that will enable them emulate good conducts and shape them to be better 

members of the society should be  teachers priority in class. Be a good role model that 

will encourage them to copy the right attitude from you as their teacher. 

 

THE WAY FORWARD 

So far the researchers have tried to define the concept language and look at other developmental areas 

of language with a view to making positive  impact of a teacher especially the language teacher on the moral 

and academic build-up of the children or the students through the use of good or decent use of language. 

The researchers wish to recommend the following models in terms of language use for the development 

of children and students by the language teacher: 

1. The classroom lesson should be carefully designed and delivered taking into account the moral 

aspect of the children/students by avoiding indecent expressions. This will help in moulding the 

students  in learning and in character.  

2. In drama lessons, the language teacher should use the correct and appropriate language to handle 

the students. They will then imitate the decent language which will help to build them uprightly.   

3. To tame the tide of corruption among teachers and Nigerians generally, the government should 

motivate them through good salaries and other intervening or palliative schemes to help them fight 

poverty and minimize corrupt practice s. 
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4. Good poems expressing decent language must be encouraged by the teacher to help students 

especially in the low classes to imbibe good behaviours. Example of such poems: “Row row row 

your boat ”, “Twinkle  Twinkle Little Star” etc 

5. There must be a viable rewarding and punishment systems without fear and favour by way of 

reforming the judiciary for effective checking of corruption. 

6. All corrupt leaders both former and current ones who are prosecuted by courts should be banned 

from holding any public office for life to serve as deterrent for future leaders.  

7. The students should be encouraged to study language well to acquire good command of language 

and the positive part of it to discourage corruption of whatever means. 

8. Schools should institute competitions for students who use  language decently to be recognised and 

rewarded. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The researchers in this work have defined language, discussed theoretical framework, corruption, and 

areas prone to corruption by way indecent language use and the Nigerian experience and have suggested how 

corruption can be checked through the use of appropriate language by the teacher and the need for putting in 

place an effective rewarding and punishment systems to fight corruption head on. 

In conclusion language is a powerful tool for communication which must be taken with all seriousness 

it deserves especially by language teachers. 
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